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WORRIED INVESTORS: Widely followed Deutsche Bank and Bank of America investor surveys show biggest worry
is higher inflation, bond yields, and a new ‘taper tantrum’ when Fed cuts its US$120bn/month bond buying ahead of
raising interest rates off zero. Higher bond yields reduce the relative attractiveness of equities, and especially most
expensive sectors, such as tech. We see volatility but 3 reasons markets to be resilient, and cyclical's best defence.

1) EXPECTATIONS RAISED: Market 10-year inflation expectations are already 2.4%, above Fed target, from crisis
low 0.5%. Fed fund futures are also already pricing a 60%+ chance of a rate rise next year. The last Fed minutes
also saw members preparing to talk tapering. Markets hate surprises, but much seems already expected here.

2) Q1 TANTRUM SEEN: Equity markets have also already been ‘stress-tested’, with US 10-year bond yields soaring
from 0.9% to 1.7% in Q1. This was a big absolute move, and one of greatest ever in percentage terms. But
equities were resilient, with S&P 500 rising +6%, but with a sharp rotation, with value outperforming growth +9%.

3) 2013 COMFORT: Then Fed-chair Bernanke surprised markets by talking about tapering of the US$85bn/month
third quantitative easing program (‘QE3’) in May 2013. This accelerated a sharp sell-off in bonds (see chart), with
10-year yields rising from under 2% to hit 3% in September that year. Equities initially lost -5% before regaining
footing. Overall, the S&P 500 saw a huge +32% return in 2013, and rose an above-average +14% in 2014.

IMPLICATIONS: We see higher equity volatility, but – again – this may be part-priced with VIX volatility futures at 24
for year-end vs current 17. This argues for staying positive equities (SPY) and focused on cyclicals and value (IWD),
which outperformed both in Q1 and 2013 ‘tantrums’, whilst ‘bond proxies’, such as staples (XLP) and utilities (XLU)
lagged. Value has more earnings growth, upside to re-opening economies, cheaper valuations, and still under-owned.

TODAY: Big US employment report focus after prior weakness and Fed policy debate. See rebound to 650,000 jobs
and unemployment falling to 5.9%, leaving US 8m jobs below pre-crisis levels, and Fed inching towards ‘tapering’.
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